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IT HUNGERS ALONE
Once the land of Wen Du was a lush jungle of flora and fauna. The elements were strong and
supportive to another. Life was plentiful and in balance. A small tribe of people, gifted with the power
of the arcane, was located in the middle of the canopy. This tribe aided each other as their powers
and control in the arcane grew. They understood how to bend the elements without disturbing the
nature of their home.
One day the tribe encountered a creature, pale and animalistic in form. It didn’t show hostile
intentions but rather a curious nature. The tribe wished to study the creature and kept it as a pet.
The pet adapted more easily than the tribesmen anticipated as it grew more into a humanoid form.
Eventually it was able to mimic mannerisms, speech and mindsets. The pet was named Dza’ dzé
which means ‘The Change’. The tribesmen agreed to teach it their magicks as it was able to copy it
quickly. It’s adaptability was great. It knew the wisdoms, mentality and magicks of all tribe members
very well within a month.

One time, the most creative tribe member discovered a disturbing fact. It discovered that mana
resided in all life. By taking the life force of a plant or creature, the magic of a spell can be recovered
and empowered. This magick was dangerous as it corrupts the arcane energies and can unnaturally
lengthen your life. It throws the elements out of balance and the larger the spell, the more life it will
corrupt and take around the caster. The magick style is what we call today as Arcane Defiling.
Dza’ dzé saw how the tribe member used life force to empower spells and was able to copy it
immediately. The tribe member tried to stop him but got killed in the process. Dza’ dzé didn’t see why
it should stop. It continued collecting mana from the jungle at an alarming rate. The jungle around
him shrivelled and died. The other tribesmen collected their forces to stop it, but to no avail. They
grew weak from their lack of mana to tap from as the mimic stole it from their grasp. It’s body had
to suffer from this as it grew more grotesque. Big enough to engulf it’s tribesmen and absorb their
bodies, knowledge and souls.
The land of Wen Du is a barren wasteland now. The land is infertile, lifeless and empty. It’s flat
surface broken by a giant spire made of arcane force which homes the creature called Dza’ dzé.
Where it hungers alone.

THE CHANGELING KING DZA’ DZE
In his Spire of Hunger the Changeling hungers for
magick energy. The Spire is made from Arcane
force. It has a high dense fabric of it’s own and is
stronger than reinforced steel. To prevent it’s body
from consuming itself, it spawns shapeshifting
creatures from it’s body to scout the main lands
and look for ripe sources of mana. These creatures
are unstable from corruption and will eventually
melt and rot away.

SERVANT OF THE CHANGELING KING
Dza’ dzé demands more magick power and invests in his own servants to grant him more mana. As
a servant of the Changeling King you could be one of the following:
Spawn: You are a more stable spawning and are given a portion of Dza’ dzé’s magical power.
Your power will develop over time, as long as you follow your Fathers wishes. You have a will and
personality of your own.
Associated features: Riedran (language: Old Common), Arcana and Bluff
Rebirth: The Changeling King has reborn itself to a new creature. You grow up learning from the
world as if for the first time, but latent magicks awaken and your former purpose on the world wants
to be remembered.
Associated features: Endurance, Nature
Humble Servant: You are not a shapeshifter of any kind but you have heard of this being on the
land of Wen Du who can grant great magical power. You wish to gain a portion of this power at any
cost.
Associated features: History, Arcana

ARCANE DEFILING
The 4th Edition Dark Sun Campaign Setting
shows the rules for Arcane Defiling. As a warlock
of the Sorcerer King pact you are allowed to
use Arcane Defiling at your own risk if you wish.
Like The Changeling King transformed by this
style of magick, so will you if you use this too
much.
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